
Even just 15-30

minutes of

preparation can

increase the ease  of

and open the space

for an External

Cephalic Version.

This allows the baby

to shift its position

leading towards new

possibilities.

External
Cephalic
Version

Preparation

The Breech Release: 
Opening Pathways for Midwifery 

and Prenatal Bodywork

Contact us

www.thebreechrelease.com

in a hospital setting

Breech Tilt

Side-lying Release 



Using bodywork and
positioning helps open
spaces using both local and
global anatomy. When
gravity is used later, the
space shifts offer new
possibilities for the baby!

2) Balance

1) Orientation

Trauma-informed care practices
are essential for preparation for
an ECV. Being present, even for a
short period of time is essential.
Orienting them to the room, the
procedure, and your activities for
preparation come first. If they
don’t want to do the activities,
then don’t. 

Using the Breech Tilt or
Trendelenburg can be useful
even if a baby is stuck up in the
ribs or a baby is low in the pelvis.
Have someone lie on their side
with a pillow or a peanut ball
supporting the front leg. The
femur of the leg would be
externally rotated. The bottom leg
remains straight. The support
person can jiggle over the
buttocks, lower back, hips and on
both sides of the thighs while
they await their procedure.

4) Breech Tilt

The Side Lying Release can be
done for 5 minutes on each side
while you discuss the upcoming
procedure. We start with the SLR
because we are creating space
for the other balances.

3) Spinning Babies®

Three Balances™

Help prepare for an

External Cephalic Version 

Massage and soften under the
ribs with the outward breath. If
the fetal head is in the way,
have them turn onto their side
so that you have more access
to soften that area.
Release any round ligaments
applying gentle pressure.
Release any restrictions along
continuities of fascia
throughout the whole body,
especially those that spiral
around the body. Soft tissue
releases can be done in the
breech tilt! These include the
diaphragm release, abdominal
release, and fasciatherapy
over the belly. 

5) Advanced Techniques for

Advanced Practitioners

Remember, being

present may be more

important than doing

all of the activities.

The Forward Leaning
Inversion can be done
twice for 30 seconds
each to help with any
spasmed ligaments.
This balances the
uterus. The Jiggle can
be done anytime, but
showing the partner the
jiggle can be useful for
while they wait later.

3) Spinning Babies® Three

Balances™ (cont'd)

5-10 minutes on each side is great,
but also you will continue to jiggle
more when entering the Breech Tilt. 


